For the 2017-18 academic year the Department of Psychology will be seeking Teaching Assistants for the below listed courses. You can cross-reference the courses with the undergraduate calendar for course descriptions on the undergraduate website at: http://www.queensu.ca/psychology/undergraduate/current-students/course-information

Undergraduate timetable details can be found on SOLUS. The Fall/Winter teaching assistantship application form can be found on our forms webpage next week or attached http://www.queensu.ca/psychology/graduate/current-students/forms-policies

Due date to submit your application to the psychology graduate offices (psycgrad@queensu.ca) is FRIDAY, JULY 21, 2017.

The primary purpose for teaching assistantships is for the support of undergraduate teaching. Consequently, academic requirements of the courses for which teaching assistantships exist is mandatory. Duties of a TAship will vary from course to course but may include the following non-exhaustive list: contact with students (e.g., leading labs or tutorials, office hours, answering email, monitoring websites); contact with Instructor; proctoring; marking; etc.

2017-18 TEACHING ASSISTANTS
Undergraduate/Graduate Course Offerings

UNDERGRADUATE FALL TERM
- PSYC 202/3.0 Statistics in Psychology
  260/130 Hours  William Nelson
- PSYC 205/3.0 Introduction to Comparative Cognition
  260/130/104 Hours  Val Kuhlmeier
- PSYC 221/3.0 (Online) Cognitive Psychology
  52 Hours  Daryl Wilson
- PSYC 241/3.0 Social Psychology
  208/104 Hours  Tara MacDonald
- PSYC 251/3.0 Developmental Psychology
  260/130/208/104 Hours  Beth Kelley
- PSYC 271/3.0 Brain and Behaviour I
  208/104 Hours  Tyson Baker
- PSYC 301/3.0 Advanced Statistical Inference
  260/130/104 Hours  Jill Jacobson
- PSYC 315/3.0 Intro to the Analysis of Psychological Signals
  130 Hours  Randy Flanagan
- PSYC 323/3.0 Laboratory in Attention
130 Hours  Daryl Wilson

- **PSYC 332/3.0 Health Psychology**
  208/104 Hours  Dean Tripp

- **PSYC 335/3.0 Positive Psychology**
  208/104 Hours  Dean Tripp

- **PSYC 341/3.0 Laboratory in Social Psychology**
  130 Hours  Li-Jun Ji

- **PSYC 342 The Psychology of Social Influence**
  208/104 Hours  Lee Fabrigar

- **PSYC 353/3.0 Atypical Development**
  208/104 Hours  Beth Kelley

- **PSYC 370/3.0 (Online) Brain and Behaviour II**
  52 Hours  Monica Valsangkar-Smyth

**UNDERGRADUATE FALL/WINTER TERM**

- **PSYC 100/6.0 Principles of Psychology**
  260 Hours  Cheryl Hamilton

- **PSYC 100/6.0 (Online) Principles of Psychology**
  208/104/52 Hours  Megan Norris

- **PSYC 235/6.0 (Online) Abnormal Psychology**
  208/104 Hours  Steven Lamontagne

- **PSYC 501/9.0 Honours Thesis**
  260 Hours  Li-Jun Ji/Monica Castelhano

**UNDERGRADUATE WINTER TERM**

- **PSYC 203/3.0 Research Methods in Psychology**
  260/130 Hours  Daryl Wilson

- **PSYC 215/3.0 Sensation and Perception**
  260/130/104 Hours  Niko Troje

- **PSYC 231/3.0 The Study of Personality**
  208/104 Hours  Faizan Imtiaz

- **PSYC 236/3.0 Abnormal Psychology**
  208/104 Hours  Chris Bowie

- **PSYC 241/3.0 (Online) Social Psychology**
  104/52 Hours  Tara MacDonald

- **PSYC 251/3.0 (Online) Developmental Psychology**
104/52 Hours       Stanka Fitneva

- PSYC 302/3.0 Advanced Research Methods
- 260/130 Hours    Tom Hollenstein

- PSYC 333/3.0 Human Sexuality
  260/130 Hours    Caroline Pukall

- PSYC 333/3.0 (Online) Human Sexuality
  104 Hours        Caroline Pukall

- PSYC 351/3.0 Social and Emotional Development
  208/104 Hours    Tom Hollenstein

- PSYC 352/3.0 Cognitive and Language Development
  208/104 Hours    Stanka Fitneva

- PSYC 360/3.0 The Neurobiology and Psychology of Sleep
  260/130 Hours    Hans Dringenberg

- PSYC 370/3.0 Brain and Behaviour II
  208/104 Hours    Janet Menard

- PSYC 371/3.0 Research Problems in Behavioural Neuroscience
  260/130 Hours    Hans Dringenberg

- PSYC 380/3.0 Advanced Perception
  130 Hours        Niko Troje

- PSYC 398/3.0 Selected Topics in Psychology I
  260/130 Hours    Jason Gallivan

- PSYC 399/3.0 Selected Topics in Psychology II
  130 Hours        Kate Harkness

GRADUATE FALL TERM

- PSYC 801 Design of Experiments
  130/104 Hours    Mark Sabbagh

- PSYC 805 Introductory Assessment
  65 Hours         Katherine Buell, Lindy Kilik

GRADUATE WINTER TERM

- PSYC 802 Introduction to Multivariate Analysis
  130 Hours        Jill Jacobson

- PSYC 806 Introductory Assessment
  65 Hours         Kelly Benn